Changes in collagenous tissues that occur with increasing age have been presented in many biochemical studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and studies of mechanical shrinkage of collagen to heat or chemical environments [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These studies have been conducted primarily with tissue from nonhuman animals from birth to maturity, a period from a few months to a few years. During the maturing process, collagenous tissues generally become mechanically stiffer and less resilient due to increases in chemically stable cross-linking in collagen. Some evidence [9, [14] [15] [16] [17] suggests that this stiffening trend during maturation is followed by a degradation and softening during senescence. For tissues from humans that are primarily collagen, there is little data on changes in their mechanical behavior from sexual maturity in the second decade to senectitude in the seventh, eighth, or ninth decade.
Introduction
Changes in collagenous tissues that occur with increasing age have been presented in many biochemical studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and studies of mechanical shrinkage of collagen to heat or chemical environments [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These studies have been conducted primarily with tissue from nonhuman animals from birth to maturity, a period from a few months to a few years. During the maturing process, collagenous tissues generally become mechanically stiffer and less resilient due to increases in chemically stable cross-linking in collagen. Some evidence [9, [14] [15] [16] [17] suggests that this stiffening trend during maturation is followed by a degradation and softening during senescence. For tissues from humans that are primarily collagen, there is little data on changes in their mechanical behavior from sexual maturity in the second decade to senectitude in the seventh, eighth, or ninth decade.
Because of the importance of collagenous tissues in the mechanical performance of human function, the present study was initiated to acquire tendon samples from a broad age range of adult humans, measure mechanical responses of these tendon samples, and evaluate age-related differences in responses. While previous studies have considered Contributed by the Bioengineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF BIOMECHANICAL ENOINEERING. Manuscript received by the Bioengineering Division, July 6, 1982; revised manuscript received November 18, 1983. biochemical aspects of connective tissue aging, the current study focuses on mechanical aspects.
Material and Methods
The palmaris longus tendons of the hands and the extensor hallucis longus tendons of the feet were selected as samples because of their length, uniformity of fiber structure, and accessibility. Forty-four samples were dissected from 14 human cadavers ranging in age from 16 to 88 yr. This dissection occurred within 24 hr post mortem and, when tendon samples could not be acquired within a few hours post mortem, the cadavers were stored in a cooler until dissection. Based on circumstances of death, available records, and examination of the cadavers, care was taken to select subjects with no known history of musculoskeletal abnormalities or extended inactivity. When tendon samples were obtained, a piece from one end of each sample was taken for histological examination. These fresh samples were wrapped in paper towels moistened with normal saline, enclosed in two watertight plastic bags and frozen at below -20°C. Before testing, samples were thawed at room temperature while still in the storage bags. The samples were tested at 20°C while being kept moist either by continuous flow of normal saline or by immersion in a normal saline bath.
Gripping of the samples was by flat plates with abrasive screen (80 grit) bonded to the gripping surface at a 45-deg bias. About 20 mm at each sample end was gripped with a gauge length of about 25 mm between the grips. Using a stereomicroscope mounted on a swivel with the optical axis perpendicular to the sample loading axis, no slippage was observed on the sample surfaces at 25 x magnification during testing and no apparent tissue fiber failure was seen at the grip edges. The sample elongation was taken to be equal to the motion of the grips. Grip motion was measured with a linearly variable differential transformer mounted in the actuator of the testing machine.
Before the samples were inserted in the grips, their crosssectional dimensions were measured using dial calipers with light but unknown contact force; assuming anelliptical cross section, an area was calculated. Because of variability in caliper measurements of soft tissue, this calculated area was used only as an estimate. After testing, each tendon sample was stored in saline until its weight stabilized; then the tested portion of the tendon which had spanned between the grips was cut into a middle section 12 mm long and end sections 3 mm long. From the end sections, histological cross sections were prepared and projected onto photographic paper, and the tendon areas were measured with an x-y digitizer. The middle section was again stored in normal saline until its weight stabilized, then its volume was measured using Archimedes' principle by weighing the section in and out of saline. The middle section was then dried at 70°C and the dry weight measured. A comprehensive description of these methods and results of these measurements of tendon cross section is beyond the scope of the present paper; details of the cross section measurement methods and results will be reported separately. The histologically measured areas of the samples were used to normalize loads for presentation as stresses.
Since the number of samples available was limited, the testing protocol was designed to obtain an extensive amount of data. Extensions at different constant strain rates, sinusoidal extensions at different frequencies, and load relaxations from different extensions were selected to provide a comprehensive measurement of the mechanical properties for the tendon samples. In another part of this study to be reported separately, the tissue responses will be modeled with a constitutive relation. This extensive test protocol was necessary to determine model coefficients and check the model's predictive capabilities.
Initial testing showed that the tendons exhibited a stressstrain response typical of soft tissue with increasing modulus at low strain and an apparent linear region at higher strains (Fig. 1) . The stiffening region is thought to be due to straightening and aligning of the collagen fibers and the linear region to be due to the further extension of the aligned fibers [16, 18] . If fibers break, they cease carrying load and return to a wavy appearance [16] . The intent was that the tendon samples be tested to a strain value in the linear region without fiber rupture apparent from the load-time record or from microscopic examination during testing. Maximum strain of 7 percent of the original sample length was chosen as an appropriate upper limit of extension and this strain was designated e*.
In initial testing, responses of the tendons to repeated tests were not reproducible. This has been recognized in most soft biological tissues, and methods of preconditioning have been proposed to stabilize the response. Such preconditioning is usually a specified number of cycles of constant strain rate loadings at the beginning of the test protocol. Initial tests also indicated that the tissue responses were not stable after preconditioning; tendon responses were affected by periods of no loading and the longer such periods lasted, the more the responses tended to revert to responses of previous tests. Typical stress-strain response of tendon with zero strain at initiation of load bearing, maximum strain of e* (7 percent), maximum slope of the stress-strain plot for the loading portion (maximum tangent modulus), maximum intercept with the strain axis of a tangent to the loading of the stress-strain, and hysteresis energy dissipated expressed as a percentage of the energy to extend the sample Considering these time-related variations, the need to run many different types of tests on a single sample and the need for a practicable testing schedule, the following testing protocol was used for all samples. The sequence started by mounting the sample in the grips, and determining the sample length for which load just begins to be carried by the sample. Initiation of loading was detected to within 0.05N which is the load resolution of the equipment used. This minimum detectable load corresponded to a stress in the tendons of about 100 KPa which is very small relative to the stresses during subsequent testing. The length corresponding to load initiation was used to normalize extensions as percentages of original length referred to as strain.
The samples were extended to a strain, e* (7 percent), at a rate of 1 percent/s, and unloaded. After a 5-min wait, the samples were extended to e* for 10 cycles at 1 percent/s for preconditioning, followed by a 5-min wait. To check the stability of sample responses, they were subjected to three repetitions of a single extension to e* at 1 percent/s with a 5-min wait after each extension.
After this preconditioning, the samples were extended to e* at strain rates of 100 percent/s, 1 percent/s, and 0.01 percent/s, then twice at 1 percent/s to check response stability; each extension was followed by a five-minute wait, except the 0.01 percent/s test, which was followed by a wait equal to test duration of 1400s. The constant rate tests were followed by sinusoidal extensions from strains of about 3 percent to about 7 percent first at 10 cps for 16s, followed by a 5-min wait, then at 0.1 cps for 1600s, followed by a 1600s wait. After these cyclic extensions, two extensions to e* at 1 percent/s, with a 5-min wait after each, were performed to check response stability. Finally, two load relaxation tests were run, each for 1600 s with a 1600-s wait after, first at a constant strain of about 7 percent, then at about 4 percent. Again, response stability was checked by two extensions to e* at 1 percent/s with a 5-min wait between.
The time course of this extensive protocol is shown in Fig. 2 and required almost three hours to complete. Even though the tendon responses may not have been stable from the beginning to the end of the testing sequence due to an accumulation of history-dependent effects, the responses to particular tests in the sequence should be comparable between samples since all were subjected to the same testing history.
All tests were conducted under controlled elongations using a hydraulic testing machine capable of extension rates up to 1 m/s and extension resolution of 0.003 mm. Force carried by the sample was monitored using a 500 N load cell with a resolution of 0.05 N.
The extension of the sample and load transmitted through it were recorded with load extension sampled simultaneously as functions of time using a digital oscilloscope. The digitizing rates were adjusted for the constant strain rate tests so that there were 100 load-extension data pairs for each 1 percent strain (i.e., 700 points per 7 percent strain) on loading and unloading. In the sinusoidal, cyclic extensions, 100 data pairs were sampled per cycle. For the load relaxation tests from constant strains, data pairs were sampled every 0.5 s. The digitized load and extension data were then transferred to a minicomputer for analysis.
For all of the extension tests at constant rates (i.e., the initial extensions, extensions at 100 percent/s, 1 percent/s and 0.01 percent/s, and tests checking the stability of response), the extension and load versus time records were processed to determine the following responses ( Fig. 1): 1 strain for load initiation (zero strain for the first extension); 2 peaks of strain and stress; 3 hysteresis energy absorbed as a percentage of the energy required to extend the sample, i.e., percent hysteresis; 4 maximum tangent modulus; 5 maximum value of strain for which a tangent to the stressstrain curve intercepts the strain axis, i.e., maximum tangent intercept.
Results and Discussion
The mechanical responses of soft connective tissues are strongly dependent on the amount and arrangement of collagen fibers. Tendon samples were selected in this study for their high-collagen content, typically 85 percent, and the predominantly parallel course of their fibers which is structurally more simple and consistent than other tissues such as ligaments or skin.
The biomechanical nature of the collagenous tissues is known to be dependent on age, species, and anatomical location [8, 16] . Human tissue has been selected for this study because there are no animal models known to exhibit identical mechanical behavior, structure, or time sequence of maturation and senescence, and a life span of several decades is not practically attainable with laboratory animals. However, the use of human material eliminated the opportunity for control or extensive knowledge of such important factors as subject nutrition, activity, and disease, introducing the possibility for variability that could make agerelated differences in tissue structure or response undeterminable.
The results provided information about the nonlinear, time-dependent behavior of human tendon and the effect of subject age on this behavior. Tissue responses were measured with a consistent test protocol, so responses of different samples would be comparable. Since these responses are timedependent, comparison of the data presented here with data from other studies with different testing sequences is difficult.
Throughout the protocol, stability of tendon responses was checked with pairs of extensions to e* (7 percent) at 1 percent/s. A summarization of responses from all samples to these check extensions throughout the test sequence is presented in Fig. 2 which shows 
To evaluate the changes in tissue behavior during the testing sequence (Fig. 2) , the differences in mechanical properties between tests were examined for statistical significance (at the 0.05-level) using the t-test for repeated measures [19] . Between each test shown in Fig. 2 , the individual changes in a particular measure of mechanical response for each sample were summarized and evaluated for significant difference from no change in that measure. Such statistically significant differences have been indicated by (S) in the text and in the interval between tests on Fig. 2 . The repeated measures test of summarized changes in individual samples is more appropriate and more sensitive to differences from test to test than evaluating the significance of changes in the means of properties using the variance about those means.
Comparing responses before and after the 10 repeated preconditioning extensions (Fig. 2) , the average value of maximum stress dropped 15 percent (S). Between the next three extensios to check response stability, there were decreases of 3 percent (S) and 2 percent (S) in maximum stress. During the 10 repeated extensions at 1 cps, the peak stresses decreased linearly with the logarithm of time. From before to after these repeated extensions, the average of the maximum tangent modulus increased 11 percent (S); then maximum modulus decreased by 2 percent (S) between each of the three stability check tests. The average tangent intercept increased by 0.7 percent strain(s) during the 10 repeated cycles then did not change significantly to the end of preconditioning.
In addition to the responses shown in Fig. 2 , the average for all samples of percent hysteresis for the first extension was 34 percent with a standard deviation of 11 percent; this average dropped to 25 percent (S) during the 10 cycles of preconditioning, and remained constant during the last three extensions of preconditioning. The authors hypothesize that the decreases in maximum stress and hysteresis and the increase in maximum tangent modulus during the 10 preconditioning extensions indicate a rearrangement of the tissue fibers into a configuration that is more parallel to the long axis of the tendon.
At the 100 percent/s strain rate, the testing machine did not consistently follow the command function for constant rate so that the extension-time profile was rounded and fell short of the desired peak extension. Thus, the maximum stresses and tangent moduli are less than they might have been for truly constant rate tests at 100 percent/s. However, the tangent intercept decreased 0.3 percent (S) from the third 1 percent/s check test at the end of preconditioning to the 100 percent/s test.
There are other indications of rate-related differences in tendon responses. From 100 percent/s, to 1 percent/s, then to 0.01 percent/s (Fig. 2) , the average peak stress dropped by 2 percent (S) then 19 percent (S), the average peak tangent modulus decreased 4 percent (S) then 13 percent (S), and the tangent intercept increased by 0.3 percent (S) strain (S) and then by 0.15 percent strain (S). The average percent hysteresis at 100 percent/s was 31 percent; at 1 percent/s it was 26 percent, and at 0.01 percent/s it was 30 percent, indicating a slight, though statistically significant, minimum in hysteresis between the extreme rates. In the first test to check response stability after the 0.01 percent/s test, the average peak stress partially returned to the level of the 1 percent/s test [6 percent return (S) versus 19 percent drop] and the maximum tangent modulus returned almost completely [10 percent return (S) versus 13 percent drop] whereas the tangent intercept continued to increase slightly [0.15 percent/s strain (S)].
Comparing the check tests after the 0.01 percent/s test, there was a small decrease, 1 percent (S), in average peak stress, an insignificant increase in tangent modulus and a very small increase in average tangent intercept, 0.03 percent strain (S). These changes are consistent with the pattern throughout the protocol of very little difference between the responses in adjacent check tests.
The first test to check response stability after the stress relaxation with cyclic extension tests showed a decline in average peak stress of 13 percent (S) and tangent modulus of 7 percent (S), an increase in the tangent intercept of 0.3 percent strain (S) and a drop in the percent hysteresis of 3 percent (S) with slight changes between check tests. After the relaxation tests, the peak stress and tangent modulus dropped by 4 percent (S) and 3 percent (S), respectively, and the tangent intercept and the percent hysteresis increased by 0.04 percent and 2 percent (S), respectively. Again, there were slight changes between the final check tests.
Maximum stresses and tangent moduli generally decreased and the tangent intercept generally increased throughout the test sequence. These changes in response indicate a long-term viscous response of the tissues that was not stabilized by the preconditioning. Although such responses could possibly be due to slippage of the samples in the grips, no such slippage was observed microscopically during testing and responses throughout the protocol were repeatable in adjacent stability check tests with very small and commonly insignificant changes between these check tests. Throughout the lengthy testing protocol, the tendon samples were constantly in normal saline at room temperature. Thus, changes in mechanical behavior were not due to changes in tissue environment. However, the tissue environment used in testing may have been different from in-vivo environments in ways that could significantly effect tissue responses. Such environmental effects on tissue responses remain to be studied.
Two cyclic relaxation tests were run on each of 41 samples, first at 10 Hz for 16s, followed by a 5-min wait, then at 0.1 Hz for 1600s, followed by a 1600s wait. The strains were controlled to vary sinusoidally from an average minimum of 3.1 percent to an average maximum of 6.8 percent for each frequency. The peak stresses were normalized by the first peak stress for each frequency and were fit with a decreasing linear function of natural logarithm of time in seconds; for 10 Hz the average slope was -0.049 (standard deviation of 0.016) and for 0.1 Hz the average slope was -0.017 (standard deviation of 0.005). The average regression coefficient for the 10 Hz tests was 0.95 and for the 0.1 Hz it was 0.94 so that almost all the variation in peak stress was related to the logarithm of time. The load in the tendons relaxed almost three times more rapidly at 10 Hz than at 0.1 Hz. This marked difference may have been due to testing sequence since the 10 Hz test was always first. However, repeated load relaxation tests from different constant strains did not show a marked sequence effect (presented below) so that the difference is most likely due to frequency.
Two relaxation tests were run with each of 34 samples using a strain of 7.0 percent for 1000s then 4.0 percent strain for 1000 s with a 1000-s wait after each test. Similar to the case of cyclic relaxation, the stresses (normalized by initial stress) were fit well with a linear function of natural logarithm of time (in seconds). The average slope was -0.044 (standard deviation of 0.017) for the 7.0 percent strain and the average slope was -0.041 (standard deviation of 0.014) for the 4.0 percent strain. In five tests the 4 percent strain was used for the first relaxation resulting in a slope of -0.041 and the 7 percent strain with a slope of -0.038. Thus, the relaxation response of the samples tested was not highly strain dependent but did show a small, yet statistically significantly, dependency on previous relaxation. The rate of stress relaxation for constant strains was similar to that of the peak stresses in the 10 Hz cyclic relaxation tests.
Of the 44 samples that were tested, data from 41 were reported in the results of cyclic relaxation and 39 were reported for relaxation from a constant strain. This decline in numbers of samples was due to errors made in conduct of the testing protocol which caused the data to be not comparable or to faulty data recording. There were no substantive differences between results based on only those samples with usable data throughout the protocol and results from all samples with usable data at a particular stage in the protocol.
Presentation of results has been based, so far, on average responses of all the samples at each step in the testing sequence with peak stress and tangent modulus normalized to the last extension of preconditioning. The responses of individual samples generally exhibited the pattern of responses represented by this average (Fig. 2) . However, standard deviations indicate some variability. Generally, the mechanical responses presented in Fig. 2 of samples from the same subject varied less than half the standard deviations of all samples; that is, there was generally less variation within subjects than between subjects. A fundamental goal of this study was to evaluate agerelated differences in mechanical responses of collagenous tissues. Correlations with age were calculated for maximum tangent modulus (Fig. 3) , maximum stress (Fig. 4) , and hysteresis (Fig. 5) ; the correlation coefficients were evaluated for significance at the 95 percent confidence level [19] . In Fig.  3 , the maximum tangent modulus at the end of preconditioning is plotted versus age. No two subjects were the same age and samples from the same subject are connected by a line with solid points for the palmaris longus (hand) tendons and open points for the extensor hallucis longus (foot) tendons. In several cases (especially the 16 and 66-yr-old subjects), samples from the same subject had very different moduli. In cases where the right and left specimens of the same tendon
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Transactions of the ASME were obtained from the same subject, the moduli were generally close in value; for all but one case, the moduli of both samples (right and left) from a particular anatomical site (hand or foot) were either both greater or both less than the moduli of samples from the other site. However, between subjects, samples from neither site were consistently stiffer than from the other site. The moduli data in Fig. 3 appear to be unrelated to age, and resulted in a correlation which was not statistically significant. Results for peak stress versus age are shown in Fig. 4 , and conclusions from these results are essentially the same as for tangent modulus, i.e., large variability, anatomical site dependence within but not between subjects, and no statistically significant correlation with age.
The maximum tangent modulus at 7 percent strain of about 600 MPa (shown in Figure 3 ) is consistent with results from rat tail tendon by Torp, et al. [21] , primate tendons by Selke, et al. [22] , and the sparse data for human digital flexor tendon reported by Rigby, et al. [12] . The moduli for anterior cruciate ligaments from humans of about 100 MPa reported by Noyes and Grood [17] and for collagenous, spinal ligaments from primates (supraspinous ligaments and posterior longitudinal ligaments) of about the same moduli [23] are less than for tendons probably due to the less dense and nonparallel collagenous fiber structure and the compliance of the bone in the bone-ligament-bone samples. Stress values for 7 percent strain given in Fig. 4 are consistent with other studies of tendon response [12, 16, 21, 22] and they are also consistent with maximum stress values for human cruciate ligaments [17] and primate spinal ligaments [23] .
Noyes and Grood [17] found statistically significant age related decreases in maximum moduli and stresses for ligamentous failure of anterior cruciate ligaments from humans between the ages of 16 yr and 50 yr; they also reported virtually no age dependence for maximum moduli or stresses for older samples which failed predominately by bone avulsion. The maximum moduli and stresses (Figs. 3 and 4 ) appear to decline with age up to 50 yr (not statistically significant) with no apparent age dependence after 50 yr. These results are consistent with results of Noyes and Grood [17] . In contrast, Rigby, et al. [12] report some sparse results of maximum moduli and stresses for tendons which increased with age to about 15 yr and remained constant, thus not showing the age-related decline found by Noyes and Grood [17] or indicated in Figs. 3 and 4 . Figure 5 shows the hysteresis as a percentage of energy input for the 1 percent/s tests among those of different rate. Again, solid points are for hand tendons and open points for foot tendons. The variation in percent hysteresis within subjects is less than for the tangent modulus, particularly for the 16 and 66-yr-old subjects. The correlation betwen age and percent hysteresis for the 1 percent/s tests was not significant while for the 0.01 percent/s tests the correlation coefficient was 0.31 indicating a slight, significant increase of hysteresis with age.
When linear regressions were calculated for the age effects on the slopes of stress versus logarithm time for the cyclic and constant strain relaxation tests, each regression indicated a slight increase in relaxation with age. These correlations between age and stresss relaxation from a constant strain were not significant. In both the hysteresis and relaxation results, the variability appears to increase with age. This could be due to the few samples of young age or to the influence of such factors as disease, exercise, or nutrition that are evident in later years.
Concluding Remarks
Tendon samples from human subjects ranging in age from 16 to 88 yr were mechanically tested in an extensive protocol which included preconditioning, extensions at 100 percent/s, 1 percent/s, and 0.01 percent/s, and load relaxation under cyclic and constant strain. Throughout this protocol, pairs of check tests (extensions to 7 percent at 1 percent/s) were run to examine the stability of sample responses. It was found that these responses were generally repeatable within a pair of such tests; however, throughout the protocol, the peak stresses and moduli decreased, and the maximum strain intercept increased.
These long-term changes indicate flow in the tissue which is evident at the maximum strain of 7 percent, while such longterm changes may not occur in smaller strains. Wait-periods between and after tests were included, but longer wait-periods might allow greater sample recovery and reduce the tendency toward long-term changes.
Extensions at different strain rates revealed a definite rate dependency of tendon response with sample moduli being directly related to extension rate and slightly less hysteresis at 1 percent/s than at 100 percent/s or 0.01 percent/s. The test sequence probably affected the results at different rates. Thus, further studies of rate effects should include a different order of rate testing.
The load relaxation in samples subjected to either cyclic or constant modulus was very well described by a linear function of the logarithm of time. The relaxation at constant extension was slightly dependent on extension magnitude. However, the rate of relaxation in the cyclic tests was almost threefold greater at 10 Hz than at 0.1 Hz.
The results indicate that subject age has no apparent effect on tendon modulus and only a small effect on tendon relaxation and hysteresis. In this study, extensive information on subject history was not available for correlation to mechanical responses. Any age effect has been masked by other variables, possibly health, diet, diesease, or exercise.
